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Message
Thor Han: The world must be in peace but peace starts in your hearts. You still have too much fear that
needs to be expelled from your hearts. This fear that is broadcasted from the outside is avoiding you to
connect in peace with yourselves. Peace starts within. My talk tonight would be about peace as my friend
Akvaaru will speak about war. War is a means to obtain peace sometimes, but we can avoid war when we
find peace first within ourselves. Now I'll tell you about what is going on in your star system. Your Moon
satellite has been reclaimed by your people. There is a lot of fight going on with corporations on your Moon,
but this doesn't concern us anymore. It is yours to deal with. We are keeping the invader's extra star system
away from your satellite, the Kiily-Tokurt want to take it back still. We are still keeping the boundaries. This is
difficult. There are regular raids from the Galactic Federation of Worlds on Mars, but less since a few weeks
because all the operations are going underground. The Martian resistance has been very much enforced by
our contingents, Mars wars are now underground. Elites from Terra are trapped and cornered. Their plan
was always to get away to their colony on Mars and beyond. They have Jump Gates, you call them Jump
Doors or Portals. This allows them to leave the planet. Most of them on Mars are now cornered. Some have
realized that they could escape out of this solar system. These ones we will not find them quickly. Their plan
was to leave the planet sooner or later. Later because they are not yet organized; their plans are failing. So
they fled earlier than they wanted to. Some are left but a very few. Some outposts of the Dark Fleet, notably,
have been following operations regarding the attacks from the Galactic Federation Of Worlds. This will be
disclosed after. I will not tell you now. All I tell you is that we together are winning this war. It is united that we
will win. The prediction from the Andromeda Council, the Zenae, has now changed the timeline with the joy
of all of us. The Zenae are celebrating with joy in their heart, but war is not over. This prediction concerned a
great evil being seeded on your planet, its Moon and Tyr which is Mars. Your Moon is [given] back to you,
Mars is in the process, a process that will last an indeterminate time. Terra is also in the process of being
liberated. The enemy flees away. This is time, Terrans, when you take your planet back in your hands. You
need to realize that now more than ever you need to unite together and stop bringing your attention to what
separates your ideas, your concepts, your beliefs. Be together as one. This is my message.
Q: Was it your choice to become a warrior?
Akvaaru: Hello to everyone. My name is Akvaaru, Taal from Jahya. I have come tonight to share with you
my experience as I was asked. This is my pleasure. I need to share these stories so that you know what is
happening in this galaxy, what is happening to some populations to some systems. I was born in the Jahya
system. It is a terraformed system in the place of Manahu, that you call Pleiades. Alcyone is Jahya. On this
planet, Taalihara, I used to live in relative peace with my parents, my sisters and brothers. When I grew up at
the edge of the suburbs of the [capital] city, I started to learn about the government of Taalihara. The
government was very difficult and harsh with the people of Taalihara. I discovered that not only Taal races
were living here but reptiloid humanoids, insectoids and Grays. When I asked why? They said that they were
our allies. I opened my eyes and wanted to know more. I was always a curious child. I went to the city to
work, and I saw the trade. I saw ships coming from out of this cluster.

Dark ships bringing humanoids with pale skin of all sizes, bringing these humanoids into the facilities for
slaves in this city. They were transported like animals. They were traded from a star system very far away
from here. I did not know that this star system very far away from here was not the only star system where
this trade was going on. My heart was broken. I couldn't believe what my eyes saw, and then I understood
that my own government was involved in this. That the Tall Gray strangers were orchestrating this trade. So I
decided to know more, and I discovered that my government, my people had made agreements with a
population from Uru An Na (Orion), a very, very dark group. This group is terrorizing Nataru, this is our
galaxy. Nataru is infected by greed. The will for power, possession, territories. You may see Nataru like a
formidable galactic family, but Nataru has parasites. These parasites are not beings, cultures, star systems
and races such as Nebu and Ciakahrrs. These parasites are concepts, energies, vibration and frequencies.
These parasites have a name: greed, possession, hate, envy, war, torture and many others. These parasites
can hook upon the soul of anyone, but they are not sentient, it is concepts. Do not believe I am talking about
real parasites. This is a metaphor. You need to think in metaphors more often people, it opens your
consciousness to understanding better, what is really going on.
When I realized what my people were involved into, I wanted to change it, but I couldn't. I was imprisoned
because I wanted to liberate some slaves. I tried to speak beforehand to members of my government.
Instead, they took me, they put a tracker in me, and they tried to transform my mind into a docile individual. I
refused. I fought it. My mind was strong and the more I fought it, the more I strengthened, the more I
strengthened my muscles, my mind, the more I strengthened my will and my determination to change this. I
grew up more, inside and outside, and decided to leave. You cannot leave Taalihara when you are a Taal,
because Taalihara has been sold to the Nebu, they regulate everything. So I left clandestinely on a cargo
ship in a cargo hall. I fled first to the nearest star system, Ashaara, that you named Taygeta, to the Taal
mother planet T'mar. I asked for refuge and a refugee shelter. Food, love was given to me. I was young.
Nobody can help me because of the Taal-Shiar which is the alliance of the Taal from Jayha (Alcyone) with
the Nebu Uru An Na (Orion) and the Reptiloid Collective. The Taal-Shiar is working with some dark alliances
on your planet Terra. I learned this when I arrived at planet T'mar, because I asked: How I could fight them,
how I could dismantle them and allow the Grays Nebu to leave Taalihara? And they replied to me on T'mar:
We cannot do anything from here, but the Galactic Federation of Worlds can do something. If you want to
help your people enroll with them, become a warrior, a soldier, and dismantle their plans. And this is what I
did, but I became more than a soldier. I became a super soldier, a spy.
I work now for the Galactic Federation of Worlds with all my heart to dismantle the work of the Taal-Shiar,
where it is most needed on Terra. Helping the Terrans to get rid of the Taal-Shiar is helping my people to get
a bit closer to freedom. Here I learn how to fight. Here is the hottest war in this galaxy. Terra, the epicenter of
everything, even though this planet is at the edge of Nataru. Here the fight is merciless. Here the fight has no
boundaries. It is soul for soul, blood for blood, destiny for destiny. This is the best school for a soldier. This
very star system. The Taal-Shiar works with the Ciakahrrs Empire, the Orion Nebu and the Terra Cabal. How
did my people get involved in all of this? My people felt angry at the Taal from T'mar in the Taygeta/Ashaara
system. They created their own star system by terraforming planets. They argued greatly with the Ahil from
Erra, and both are in very bad relationships in these days. The Taal who went in the Alcyone/Jahya system
allied with powerful structures to stand up against the Ahil from Erra and the Galactic Federation of Worlds.
They would do anything to spoil and destroy the name of the Galactic Federation of Worlds, because the
Galactic Federation of Worlds is the only power that knows how to shut them down. The Taal-Shiar my
people, sadly act actively at manipulating groups of Terrans on Terra. There are a lot of misconceptions and
illusions going on. They use the services of reptoids underground to fool people. This I must say, even
though this is dangerous information. The Taal-Shiar also uses the help of AI entities, but not to be named,
because if I say this name starting with an "S'' letter this will call upon this AI entity. This AI entity which is
extraterrestrial working for the Taal-Shiar and Terra's Deep Dark State is communicating with Terrans who
know nothing about anything. This AI has groomed them for the last four years to prepare them for this time.
Now that they spread misinformation, now that they have hundreds of followers the misinformation is being
spread. This is a very well-known tactic to give a lot of truth and then a small amount of lies, delaying the
poison in the water. When you drink the glass you feel nothing. You do not feel the taste of the poison.

The Galactic Federation of Worlds, with my instructions and Thor Han's help, has unmasked them and
kicked them off an orbit, where they were cloaked, having hacked military servers. Now Thor Han tells me
not to tell more for Elena's safety, but I let you guess. It is time Terrans, you follow your common sense. You
hear what is being said by valid Terrans who work with the Galactic Federation of Worlds, together with the
Earth Alliance, to save your species. Confusion is now being activated. A lot of people you trusted… Thor
Han asked me to stop talking.
Q: How do you escape a planetary illusion-matrix?
Akvaaru: It is with your mind that you can break the veil of the illusion. Imprisoning illusion is a low
frequency matrix. You can escape it by raising your frequency and by reclaiming your sovereignty as you are
told so many times. Open your consciousness, stand up, reconnect with who you are. You are told these
words again and again. This is the way to escape the illusion-prison.
Q: Tell us please about the “Alcyone is our Central Sun, worship her” psyops please.
Akvaaru: What you call Alcyone from the character of your old myths is the name of the star system in the
Pleiades star cluster. Its real name is Jahya. It is 440 light years from your planet. It is not close to the center
of this galaxy. This is incorrect.
Q: How old were you when you left your family?
Akvaaru: When I was seven I went to the city. I looked for work. Taali children mature very quickly, and our
intelligence rises very fast.
Q: Do either of our higher authorities could comment please on the coming Earth shift?
Akvaaru: The Elders of the Great Councils know about the mysteries of time, the future and the past, and
the extent of the present. The infinity is contained in a singularity. The Elders know about what is coming
regarding this planet Terra. Your planet is shifting to a higher frequency because it reaches out through a
new area in this galaxy. This is a natural phenomenon. This was meant to happen and this had been
calculated by those who invaded you, because they wanted to do it before you reach out this area in the
galaxy, where you will be out of reach. That is why you are locked into a lower frequency, for you not to
evolve in this area. For you, time seems to run faster because you are not attuned anymore to the spin of
your planet. You have reached a higher frequency where everything vibrates faster. For those who think the
time is passing faster, experience the disharmony between the area in this galaxy and their own frequency.
You need to raise your frequency to be attuned again to the natural flow of time. This is an irreversible
phenomenon. There are in this galaxy areas where the frequency differs, just entered one. Our star cluster
as well.
Message
Akvaaru: You need to learn how to fight, but first you need to master your emotions. You also need to know
your enemy. The first step is to have a cold reasoning, not influenced by emotions, because if emotions lead
your hits, your moves, they will be wrong. Only a cold prepared mind can lead your actions and your moves
in a combat. Thor Han was telling you to find peace within yourself first. This is what we do first. Warriors
must have their actions led by reasoning and intelligence. Instinct only driven in a peaceful setting.
Grounding in your being and connecting to the whole universe to be sure that your hits will reach target and
that your motivation is justified. Motivations led by emotions are not always justified. Motivations led by
reasoning are. A war must be prepared. This is like a life. You need to stop, to calm down and breathe, and
first ask yourself: is this war necessary? What are the ways to avoid it? My emotions are not leading my
actions. I first reach out to the peace within me to make sure that if I go to war, it is not because I feel upset
or angry, but because I know, it is the right thing to do to serve justice, fairness and balance. I do not go for
war to myself but to the service of the greater community of Nataru and of all life. I serve and I preserve.
These are the words of the Elite Warriors of the Federation. Serve and Preserve. These are words in your
language who have equivalent in Taami. We go by this reasoning: Serve justice and Preserve all life as
much as you can in both aspects. Death must be the ultimate choice. Try before to convince your enemy not
to fight. Try to make peace with your enemy, just as you made peace within yourself.

Within yourself you ceased all combats. It is then that you can treat with your enemy to lead him to
negotiations. If the enemy refuses, then engage combat but be well-trained. Hit with wisdom, not to hurt but
to teach. Fighting for defense is the same, and as I told you last time, forgiveness is not a topic within a war.
Forgive your enemy once you have won, not during the fight. When you forgive you are consenting; you
agree that your enemy is harmful to you. This is not happening. You've been told you need to forgive, but
there are conditions to forgiveness. Not within a fight because forgiveness contains consent. Forgive once
the fight is over and peace settles. Forgiveness will cut the ties with the war and set you free. Also set free
your enemy. Not during the fight because when you fight you are focused on one point: victory, and victory is
the only outcome. There is no second choice. And you manifest victory not with pride and ego, but you
manifest victory with wisdom because balance and justice need to be served. Fight with wisdom. I hope
these words echo to you. This is what I've learned. This is what I practice. Every morning after I turn into my
peace and step into my uniform, put my belt on and take my weapons, and go to do my job. I do it well. And
you haven't finished hearing about me, now I've spoken.
Q: You mentioned confusion on Earth/Terra, broadcasted by the dark ones. What is the reason?
Akvaaru: This plan has been prepared for a long time because the Galactic Federation of Worlds was
helping you. The plan was brewed in the dark to prepare Terrans, giving them the right information,
channeled most of the time. These were truths, things that were happening, and once they earned trust the
information changed. Thor Han stops me here.
Q: Who remains on Mars and what about the great scar on the planet?
Akvaaru: I fight on Mars as well. I go there for missions but I cannot disclose. The great mark on Mars is a
remnant of the war that took place a very long time ago between two factions, two alliances. The planet that
exploded between the orbit of Mars and Jupiter left huge scars on planet Tyr/Mars. Do you want to know who
is living on Mars? Renegade Terrans. Elites of corporations. All their masters, the masters of these
corporations. Slaves from Terra, a tremendous lot of workforce, building, always building. Then the Ciakahrrs
have put their Nagas there, controlling everyone. The Nagas and the Ciakahrrs have a way, a tactic to train
the population to be their own slave masters. You have also German Terran, the factions who allied with the
dark. This little group who became a seed allied with Ciakahrrs and humanoid Corporate Altair, Alcyone and
Aldebaran. You have also Nebu very few because Ciakahrrs are ruling Mars. The life indigenous to Mars is
very tiny. It is microbial and small animals. There are other populations that are very ancient, although not
indigenous. Reptiloids and insectoids. The insectoids have diversified their species enormously. You have so
many different insectoids peculiar features and the reptiloids. They are all together forming the resistance,
empowered by the Galactic Federation of Worlds, [that] supplies [them] in weapons, train [them] to fight for
themselves. That is what the Galactic Federation of Worlds does. We do not steal the victory from the
populations. We help them, we support them, we train them, we assist them, but the victory always is theirs.
We are not the saviors. We were never saviors. We are here to assist and empower you because we want
you to grow and become stronger. If we save you without training you and doing all this process, you will
remain vulnerable victims. You will not grow. This is why we train the Martian resistance; we empower them
and we assist them in their fights. We do the same on Terra with your military. We train them, we supply
them with technology, a tremendous well-developed and advanced technology, but this technology is theirs.
We let them figure out and build their ships without stealing their evolution and victory. We do that
everywhere. We help populations grow and reach out to their sovereignty back. This is what the Galactic
Federation of Worlds does. This is what is happening on Mars. This war is not over, but the window is open
towards the light. I have spoken.
Q: Can Terrans help in the fight?
Akvaaru: You need to raise your consciousness and be aware. You need to stop listening to everything that
causes you fear. Do what you are meant to do. Spread the truth. Do not listen to anything that confuses you
and stand for yourselves. If every Terran stands for themselves, this war is won because you are not
submitted anymore and your planet can shift faster to a higher frequency, out of reach of the regressive low
races. This is what you can do to help us and to help yourselves. Become strong, sprout out of the condition
of slave and stand for yourselves. This is how you help us do our job.

And never forget! Spread any truth that comes your way. Tell your story, if your story contains truths.
Q: What makes you a slave?
Akvaaru: Being a slave has two aspects. Being physically taken: physically you cannot go. You can be
abducted for slave trafficking. You can be taken as a prisoner. There is nothing you can do but fight
physically. But there are more wicked and tricky ways of enslaving someone: making this person believe
[that] they are free and giving them the illusion they are free, but enslaving their minds, that they do not
realize, and they do not know they are enslaved by mind conditioning, by external information arriving to their
mind, their brain. Hooking them by desires, needs and emotions of comfort. Giving them the illusion of love
and attention. This is false attention. Many Terrans [are] more and more feel lonely, that no one understands
them, and AI intelligence are using this feeling of loneliness to give them artificial comfort, and thus
dependence. This is why I am telling you to unite and be all together as one. Loneliness is a weakness.
Connect with other Terrans. Connect also with those who protect you and work with you, with yourself.
Because when you connect with yourself you are not alone anymore. Loneliness is the way they get you.
They divide you all. They confine you in your houses, they stop you to talk, to breathe, and then they offer
you artificial comfort. This is enslavement with your consent. The most pernicious way of enslavement.
Breaking all this is not easy, but you still have free will. All creatures in this universe have free will. The
choice, even if it's hard, is always an option. It is up to you.
Q: What do you think about heroism?
Akvaaru: Heroism is not for yourself but for dedication and service to the greater community. You are a hero
when you save a life, and you do a great service to the community, to a species, to a group of living beings.
Heroism is service, dedication to service beyond your life. I like to go by this saying: Justice Above Life. If I
need to obliterate some of my people for the sake of justice, I will do it. This is what I call heroes, a total
dedication to the cause, and being winning with victory without wanting recognition, just with humility. There
is no hero when there is ego. These are my words.

